Simulation of low levels of tetramer and dimer (1-9%) in the presence of monomers (extension of Fig. 2) . (a) In Fig. 2 we found from auto-correlation analysis of mixed populations of tetramers and monomers, that tetramer fractions as low as 10-20% (black arrow) are easily distinguishable from monomers based on correlation amplitude (GB(0)). Extension of this simulation to a tetramer fraction of 9-1% (a percentage that is relevant to the fraction of transcription factor bound to DNA at any time) demonstrates that this distinction is maintained and the GB(0) value for the mixed population remains sufficiently different to the GB(0) value for monomeric molecular flow. (b) Autocorrelation analysis of mixed populations of dimers and monomers demonstrates that dimer fractions as low as 10-20% (black arrow) are not as easily distinguishable from monomers based on correlation amplitude (GB(0)) (unlike tetramers). Extension of this simulation to a dimer fraction of 9-1% demonstrates that distinction of low levels of dimers from monomers based on GB(0)) is not possible, as the mixed population has an identical GB(0) value to monomeric molecular flow. (c-d) Auto-(δr=0, c) and pair-(δr=10, d) correlation analysis of simulations where the tetramers are diffusing with a coefficient of 1, 5 and 10 µm 2 s -1 illustrates that the diffusion coefficient does not significantly affect autocorrelation amplitude (as compared to the fraction of oligomer) but rather the peak time of the pair correlation function.
Brightness analysis of STAT3-mCherry using the monomeric mCherry calibration finds an apparent brightness distribution that extends from monomers to tetramers (corresponding brightness map is presented in Fig. 4b) . (e) pCOMB maximum amplitude of monomeric mCherry (GBmax) in each pixel along line scan when δr=10. Dashed line represents the average pCOMB amplitude and this value was used to calibrate higher order oligomer translocation. (f) Analysis of pCOMB maximum amplitude for STAT3-mCherry using the monomeric mCherry calibration, reveals molecular flow of STAT3-mCherry dimers and tetramers (corresponding pCOMB carpet presented is presented in Fig. 4e ). Fig. 5b) . (e) pCOMB maximum amplitude of monomeric EGFP (GBmax) in each pixel along line scan when δr=10. Dashed line represents the average pCOMB amplitude and this value was used to calibrate higher order oligomer translocation. (f) Analysis of pCOMB maximum amplitude for STAT3-DB-EGFP using the monomeric EGFP calibration, reveals molecular flow of STAT3-DB-EGFP monomers and dimers (corresponding pCOMB carpet presented is presented in Fig. 5e ). 
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(d) Brightness analysis of STAT3-DB-EGFP using the monomeric EGFP calibration finds an apparent brightness distribution that extends from monomers to dimers (corresponding brightness map is presented in
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